Platelet function recovery following exposure to triple anti-platelet inhibitors using an in vitro transfusion model.
Dual anti-platelet therapy (DAPT) with aspirin and a P2Y12 antagonist is standard of care to reduce risk of thrombosis, but does not directly target thrombin-dependent platelet activation. Therefore, PAR-1 antagonist addition to DAPT (i.e., triple anti-platelet therapy; TAPT) may improve the efficacy of treatment, though at the expense of an increase in bleeding risk. Using an in vitro transfusion model, we evaluated if platelet function loss associated with TAPT can be remedied by the addition of drug-naïve platelets. To mimic TAPT, platelet-rich plasma (PRP) prepared from consented DAPT patients (DPRP) was incubated with a vorapaxar at therapeutic plasma levels (TPRP). To simulate platelet transfusions, TPRP was mixed with increasing proportions of drug-naïve PRP (NPRP). Platelet function recovery was assessed by light transmission aggregometry (LTA), aggregate morphology, and P-selectin expression. LTA results demonstrated that 20% NPRP was required to restore the ADP aggregation response in TPRP to the response observed in DPRP and 40% NPRP recovered aggregation to >65%. Higher NPRP fractions (60%) were required to restore the platelet reactivity using TRAP-6 (SFLLRN) or arachidonic acid (AA). PAR-4 aggregation was unaffected by platelet antagonists. A decrease in single, free platelets and incorporation of mepacrine-labeled naïve platelets into aggregates occurred with increasing NPRP portions. Upon agonist activation, the surface density and percent of P-selectin positive platelets increased linearly upon addition of NPRP. This in vitro model demonstrated that administration of drug-naïve platelets can be a useful strategy for reversing overall platelet inhibition observed with TAPT.